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What you can do with

YOUR INITIAL

T
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O the person of refinement, there is nothing quite so satisfying as a dainty initial
neatly embroidered on crispy white linen. One immediately thinks of an initial
for use only on Table Linens and Towels, but the initial to-day is quite the fashion
for use on Bedroom Linens, Sheets, Pillow Cases, Day Slips, Bedspreads, Bureau
Scarfs, Pincushions, Doilies, Underwear,Pajamas, Nightgowns,
Sport Shirts, Neckwear, Automobile Slip Covers, and we
What You Get
have even seen Curtains and Overhangings neatly initialed.
54 graceful Script letters
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39 novel Japanese letters
in eight different sizes

and 40 choice wreath designs
jus t the proper sizes for
enclosmg the initials

The Priscilla Initial Outfit is a treasure box to the woman
who wants her belongings marked in this distinctive manner. Each Outfit contains three different style lettersScript, Old English, Japanese-and each style letter comes
in eight different sizes. This big Outfit gives you initials
for every purpose. There are tiny letters for handkerchiefs; larger ones for underwear; others just the right
size for napkins, tray cloths, bureau scarfs, pillow slips,
towels; and big four-inch letters for luncheon cloths and
bedspreads.

Patterns in the Priscilla Initial Outfitcome
on sheets about four
inches square, put up
in adaintysnow-white
case and sent to you in
a sturdy mailinsr box.
To stamp your initial,
select the pattern desired, lay it face down
on the cloth, pass a hot
iron over the back, and
rsr~~~~-your stamping
In cluded with the patterns is an illustrated
instruction sheet,
showing how to embroider initials. Price
of the Priscilla Initial
Outfit only
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49 dignified Old English letters
in eight different sizes
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in eight d ifferent sizes

Altogether you receive 142 patterns of your initial letter.
In addition we include 40 dainty wreath designs, just the
right sizes and styles for enclosing the initials-182 patterns in all.
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Italian Hemstitching, Picots, Tassels, Fringes, Simple
Cut Work and Gros Venise Needle Lace
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No. 4000.

Luncheon Set with insertions of Gros Italian Cut Work in ends
of Runner and Place Mats. Description on page 9.
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Italian Cut Work

I

needlework which would be otherwise too ext ravagant
or choice for general reproduction. Furthermore, a real
educative advantage may be had from this kind of interpretation. When the intricate and traditional methods
of old laces are thus made easy to comprehend, we are
thereby educated in these methods as we could not
otherwise be. It is a conceded fact that we are not
interested in things we do not know about and only a
limited number of people could possibly be interested in
lace if they had to learn the methods from the rare and
fine fabric. Translated by the use of coarse threads
the methods became perfectly obvious and we are
thereby taught the processes which go into the m~king
of the most exqu isite needlepoints.
As this type of art education , that is, the knowledge of
the mechanism of lace, is one of the most cultural acquisitions, it would be an excellent idea to teach children
these methods in the very coarse lustrous lin en threads.
We are coming rapidly to appreciate the crafts in this
country, and we can get no better approach to the perfect craft of lace making than through the doing of it on
a coarse scale.
As is generall y known , rea l laces are of two kinds:
pillow laces, mad e with bobbins on the lace cushion, and
needlepoint laces, which are built up on patterns ma rked
on oil cloth or stiff paper. The guide is the outline of
the pattern a lon e and the stitches are woven on this
mere skeleton foundation. Lace differs from embroidery
in this essentia l characteristic, namely, that the entire
fabric is built up with the needl e, whereas embroidery is
a needlework ornamentation superimposed on a woven
fabric . Beside the two rea l laces, that is, pillow lace,
which may be said to be related to weaving, and point
lace , which may be said to be a kind of independent
embroidery, we may mention the type of lace which is
composed of a ground work or reseau previously made
either on the pillow or with the needle into which the
pattern is darned with the needle or appliqued.
This, generall y speaking, covers the type of fabric we
call lace. In the pages which follow the point lace
stitches are used in the "Gros" or heavy thread which
produces a delightful style of needlework. A combination of cut linen with heavy threads is also suggestive
a nd has much the same feeling as old heavy lace work.
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T would be very much worth while if needleworkers were more inclined to hark back to the
fundamental ideas which underlie pattern
designing. . This would make our work more
consistently artistic than very often is the case. There
is in the old needlework and there ought to be in ours a
relation between the method of the stitchery and the
style of the pattern. Patterns which can be considered
classic are invariably straight line drawings.
All straight line drawings, such as the following pages
illustrate, are worked out according to the right angle
structure of the fabric. Very fine Greek and Italian
laces made on these classic lines would be entirely
beyond the ski ll of the present century needleworker
and entirely outside the range of the amateur. However, these beautiful patterns have been popularized
and brought within the ability of even the amateur by
the versatile genius of the French.
It is really the French who have interpreted this
stitchery on a coarse scale, thus producing beautiful
effects in heavy laces which have what is termed by lace
connoisseurs, depth of quality. The materia l, that is,
the linen thread with which these laces are made is the
first step toward success. This is a point which American needleworkers need to learn, namely, that in the
production of bea utiful fabrics the materi al plays a most
important part.
The linen thread in this case should have a creamy,
luminous tone, otherwise the effect of the old laces cannot possibly be obtained. For this reason an education
in materials is very essential before a would be needleworker seeks to understand methods. So dependent is
the quality of the coarse laces on the material that when
given the proper material we can make a very creditable
lace by so homely a process as crochet. This would
seem to be sufficient emphasis on the importance of the
quality of the material.
This particular coarse type of point lace we owe to the
French, for while the stitches and the patterns are after
the old coarse Venise, it is due to French craftsmanship
that they have been made available for much more
general use. The French are especially clever at doing
this sort of thing. Their interpretations are sure to be
charming, and popularize rather than imitate types of
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No. 4017

End of Runner
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Hemstitching and Picots

B

left ha nd vertical stitch, as the t hreads a re already held
by the right ha nd stitch of the first row . (See lower
needle, Fig. 2.) T his second row of stitches may be
omitted. The wide drawn space is taken care of as the
inner row of hemstitching is done. The first stitch is
the simple Ita lian hemstitching. The second is the
same on the right hand.

rn

OTH Italian hemstitching a nd double Italian
hemstitching are very importa nt and fundamental. They may be used to border linens
ornamented with cut work designs or may
form the major part of the decoration of which the
runner above is a good example.
To do Italian hemstitching draw out two parallel
groups of threads. Usua lly two threads are drawn out,
four left and two drawn out, but one must be guided in
regard to this by the quality of the linen. In any case
the space between the drawn out threads should be
about twice as wide as the open space left by these drawn
threads. The stitch is made by taking up four threads
on the right-hand open line from the top down, then
carry the needle up again over these four threads and
across diagonally on the back to the opposite side (Fig. 1
shows needle in position to complete this process), then
up on this left-hand side over the same four threads a nd
down into the same stitch, now across to the lower end
of t he stitch on the right hand side, down again, under
four threads, and you are ready for the next stitch.
When the rows of this work a re completed the linen is
turned against the outer line a nd he mmed on the back.
Threads for Italia n hemstitching should not be drawn
all the way to the edge, as this will weaken the corner,
but should be clipped a little way inside the hem line
at each side of the corner, the little t hread ends which
are left being later tucked inside the hem.
F igure 2 shows what is called double Ita lian hemstitching - two rows of pla in Italian hemstitching on the
outside, then a wider drawn thread space finished on
the inner edge with a not her row of hemstitching.
For this border draw two threads, leave four, draw
two again, leave four, then draw for a space of a scant
half inch, leave four and again draw two.
The outer row is simple Ita lian hemstitching, wrapping the long groups of threads at each side of corner as
they are reached. The second row of stitches omits t he
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Fig. I. Italian H emstitching.
Fig. 2. Double I talian Hemstitching. Both are easy to do
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thread around the needle) fifteen times (Fig. 3). Draw
thread through this spiral a nd insert needle within the
thread of the point where it was d rawn out. Carry
it a long inside edge of hem about three-quart ers of an
inch in advance, for next picot.
PICOT No. 2. To prepare edge for t his picot, put in a
line of running stitches the full length of t he hem from
right to left. Turn linen on t his line of running stitches
a nd buttonhole five stitches, insert needle in fifth buttonhole stitch, not t he linen (Fig. 4), pull it through to end
of thread, a nd t a ke a nother buttonhole stitch in :t his
buttonhole stitch. Now insert the needle (this is very
important) under the last buttonhole stitch in the linen,
not over (Fig. 5). The thread is then in position to
continue to buttonhole the next five stitches.
PICOT No. 3 shows the edge top-sewed. Turn the
linen, put in a line of running stitc hes as for No. 2, but
in this case hold the linen toward you instead of the
edge. Top-sew one-quarter of an inch, leave the last
loop of t he top-sewing about t hree-quarters of a n inch
long. Insert needle from under into t his loop a nd twist
needle around thread four times (Fig. 6). Draw up the
loop to the edge, thus forming picot, a nd top-sew to
next picot.
PICOT No. 4. Turn one-quarter inch hem , hold the
edge toward you a nd sew into he m three loops, one over
the other , around a thread which serves to hold them
clown. Keep loops close by this thread a nd weave over
them from the he m edge to bottom of t his triple loop
(Fig. 7) . W hen it is fin ished, slip needle t hrough stitches
on right side of loop back to hem. Carry needle under
hem in position for next picot, that is, a bout one inch
forward. T he hold ing thread should be drawn out when
the picot is fini shed.
P ICOT No. 5. Holding edge of hem toward you, button hole seven stitches from left to right. Buttonhole
back into buttonholed stitches t hree stitches (Fig. 8),
buttonhole forwa rd to right
(Continued on page 23)
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edge but instead of taking the
second upright stitch over the
four threads on the edge of the
wide dra wn space take it over
the centre of the first group in
this space, under the second, over the two groups again,
then finally over the second group close to the outer edge
(See upper needle, Fig. 2). Now we are ready to take
t he second stitch of the regular Ita lian hemstitching
close against the edge. Proceed then to make the next
stitch (the regu la r Ita lia n hemstitch), a nd the next as
just described.
If there should be a group of threads remaining in the
wide space when the corner is reached, this must be
wrapped to correspond with those on the outer edge of
the corner space. Carry working thread across to outer
edge of wide border, fasten a nd wrap back. Make ba r
on other side of corner in same wa y a nd cont inue.
Runners a nd square covers a re very decorative when
simply blocked off with lines of Italian hemstitching or
a simple design may radiate from the intersections of
these lines, as in No. 4017. T he single lines a re done
by wrapping over a run-in thread or by the bullion stitch
method illustrated on page 15. The solid parts are
done in unpadded satin stitch, a nd a t the tip is a square
fl ower formed of stitches radiating from a central point.

Fig. 10 (picot 5)

PICOTS FOR FINISHING ITALIAN LINENS

One of t he especial cha rms of a ll the Ita lia n need lework pieces is the finish of the edges by small picots a nd
points. Most Italia n pieces ha ve a very na rrow rolled
hem over which t hese picots are made, a nd others are
either top-sewed or buttonholed.
PICOT 1\!o. 1. Turn and hem edge of linen. Hold
outer edge of hem toward you, put needle a thread or
two deep in to linen o n t his edge, draw t hrough and
insert needl e aga in wit h thread under, as for a buttonhole stitch . Turn t he needle round the thread (not
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Table Runner in
Gros Venise
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SCARF of this sort in a coarse crea m linen 11·oul d be
perfectly s uitable for a li ving room t able or, ii one
chooses, it can be used for the dinin g room table a,; a
runner. The na rrow border cou ld be used on oblong
plate doilies, either on the ends on ly, or a ll the 1rny round. in
case one is willing to do so much work. It is, ho11·eyer. such
rich work that it will be quite ornamental across th e ends of t he
doilies only. The fringe on this scarf is made after the ma nner
of the macrame fringes and is described in process on page 27.
I t is a very serviceable fringe since, as the threads are grouped
into tassels, it is very easy to keep it in good order laundry11·ise.
The flat work or blind embroidery in the a lternate squa res
ma kes a very charming contrast to t he open work. This contrast is, of course, the reason for the spots of flat embroidery
which a re invaria bly used with the cut work on the Italia n lin ens.
The outline is t a ken in a way which makes it a ra ther wide
rolled cord-like line.
Two sizes of linen thread are needed for this pattern, a fine
thread No . .18 for the lace and No. 16 for the flat work.
Before we a re ready for stitchery, it is necessary to fast en the
fabric to a temporary backing and as embroiderer's oilcloth is
not a lways available, a tough brown paper a nswers the purpose
very nicely. The linen should be pinned to the. paper straight,
a nd when in position should be sewn down with sewin g cotton
a bout one-eighth of a n inch from the outline of the diagrams
which a re to be done in the Gros Venise cut work. This work
is basting, and yet the stitches should be taken rather fin e,
perhaps wha t might be conB
sidered coarse running.
D
Now use fine linen thread
(No. 18) to carry running
stitches on the outline, as in
Figure 13 from A to B. From
B carry it diagonally to C a nd
top-sew over this diagonal
back to B. These stitches
are of course taken over the
thread only, not into the
linen. Run the thread from
B to D, carry it diagonally
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Fig. 14

Fig. 15

4001

18x44
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Fig. 20. Couching. Use
to fasten a foundation
thread for solid Gros
Venise stitchery

H

B

Fig. 17
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Fig. I6 . Square Eyelet.
Run outline, cli p from
center to corners, turn
line back and top-sew
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the la rge sq ua res in this runner are made
over the same pattern, b ut in t he one case
the points are fill ed in with the solid Venise
a nd in the other they are used in outline
only.
Figures 17, 18, a nd 19 show t he work in
different st ages of completion on a square
with points done in outline.
Carry a fine linen t hread a ll t he way
a round the la rge sq ua re on t he outline in
close running stitches. The
lace work is started a t A.
Carry thread across t o B,
back again t o A, top-sew to
B, run on the outline to C,
carry thread across to D, back
again to C (each time passing
t hrough bar A- B) , top-sew to
D . Figure 17 shows this
wrapping thread passing under bar A- B a t centre. Run
to E, t hrow the thread across
to F, back again to E, topsew back to F, run to G,
throw the thread to I-!, back
again to G, top-sew back t o
1-l. This complet es wra pped
ba rs shown in process in
F ig. 17.
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from A, and whip back to D in the centre
catching the two diagona ls together. F rom
D run the two remaining sides of the square
to A a nd back to E, carry a thread from E to
the centre of each side of the square, passing
through each diagonal wrapped ba r and
catching into the fa bric on the run line.
B uttonhole this t hread, ma king picot s as
shown in F igure 15. When this work has
been done all the way round the square, slip
the scissors under the work
a nd cut the linen away wit hin
one-eighth of a n inch of the
running stitches. Turn this
back between the paper a nd
the wrong side of the linen,
a nd top-sew as in F igure 14.
This is a very simple squa re.
The la rger sq uares a re q uite
as easy alt hough a little more
elaborate. T he only d ifficult
matt er in this work is that it
has to be don e by a consecutive process or else ::m e finds
oneself unable to complete
the work without retracing
steps. It is, in fact, like a
maze, perfectly sim ple if we
do not lose our way. Both

Fig. 19
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Fig. 25.
Outline Stitch.
To produce a corded li11 e
the thread is carried at left
of needle
Fig. 26.
Top-Sewing.
Stitches employed when a
cord-like effect is desired.
It may be done over a turned
edge, over an outline stitch
foundation or on surface
threads, as in lace work
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Fig. 24. Flat Stitch. T he
thread is carried in straight
stitches across width of
motif. It is not underlaid
in Italian embroidery

A close-up of one end of scarf

The square with points filled with ·solid Venise (Fig.
23) is made on the same diagram, and the outline is run
in the same way. The linen is also basted to th e paper
in the same way. In addition to this the outlines of th e
diagonal points are followed with the heavy linen thread,
sewed down or couched with fine linen, as a foundation
for the Venise stitchery (Fig. 20). The Point Venise
stitch is done on a structural frame of couched threads.
It consists of two movements - the first as shown in
Figure 21, the second in Figure 22, which should be made
quite tight. The direction of the stitches is from right
to left a nd the work progresses upwa rd , or away from
the worker .
A couched thread forms the found ation for the first
row of stitches. At th e end of the row pass the needl e
und er the couched thread, carry it across the space and
und er the couc hed thread on the ri ght, a nd work t he
second an d a ll succeeding rows over the filling thread
a nd between the stitches of the row below. Figure 23
shows the first stitch in process. The perpen dicul ar
bars are worked, and t he sol id Veni se is t hen carried on
t he sid es of the centre square out to t he point. When
each point is finished t he thread is carried back to th e
base of the next point by whipping down the side of the
finished poin t.
(Continued on page 25)

Li

Carry a thread to I, catching it into th e bar A- B, back
aga in to H, buttonhole on this thread to I; carry a thread
to C, back again to I, buttonhole to C; carry a thread fo
J, back again to C, buttonhole to J; carry a thread to G,
back again to J, buttonhole to G; carry a thread to K,
back again to G, buttonhole to K; carry a thread to D,
back again to K , buttonhole to D; carry a thread to L,
b ack again to D, buttonhole to L. Now we are ready
for the centre square. Carry a thread to I , on to J,
further to K , then to L, buttonhole all the way a round
back to L. Ca rry a thread to H, back to L, and buttonhole back to H. This finishes the filling of the square.
Figure 18 shows points and center square in process of
construction .
The lin en should now be cut out back of the work, the
edges turn ed back and the entire sq uare top-sewed all
the way around. Th e little triangles on the perpendicular bars a re put in simultaneously with t his fini sh of the
edge. When the point on the side where t his littl e tria ngle begins is reached, a thread- is carri ed up to the bar,
down on th e other side to th e line, back again, buttonhole on this triangle, a nd run back agai n to where we
left the top-sewing on t he edge. Continue round to the
next sma ll triangl e. Figure 19 shows top-sewing and
triangle in process.
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Gros Cut Work Insertions
(Applied to Small Linens shown on Frontispiece)

T

all the way across and run along the edge to point of the
next bar.
The bars in the other figure, which is a little more
complicated, are done first, the two outer ones are
double weaving, and the centre one is triple weaving as
in the first figure. After completing this weaving throw
the diagonals across and form the small squares. This
work is done in separate squa res, as it is rather too complicat ed to carry out as one process.
Lay four threads as before a nd weave to centre.
Throw a thread across to centre of first woven ba r, back
and across (three times) a nd do triple weaving back to
centre on these three threads. Throw a thread across
diagonally to base of first upright bar and over-sew this
thread back. Finish weaving second upright bar.
Throw a nother diagonal thread to centre of first upright,
wrap back to base. Now carry the thread again to
centre, this time catching it through one of the diagonal
bars a little way from where it intersects the other
diagonal, and buttonhole a ll around this thread (Fig. 28).
Fill in the second half of this unit and proceed along
the edge to the next upright.
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HIS is one of the more complicated patterns.
The insertion is very lacy, and in order to get in
all the motifs it is necessary to work it from
several points.
The upright bars separating the units and the horizontal bar running midway of the wide border on the
runner end are woven on la id threads. The fillin g
stitchery is over-sewed a nd the buttonhole a lso on la id
threads. When the border is completed the linen is cut
away just inside the top and bottom edges and oversewed and the runner is finished all around with a narrow hem held with simple sewing stitches. Instead of
ext ending the border across the entire width of the linen,
a nother effective way is to plan it as an inset, leaving a
linen margin a t both ends. In this case the ends will
be over-sewed like the top and bottom edges as in Figure
29.
Figure 27 shows the four threads thrown across from
top to bottom edges for a n upright woven bar, picking up
a fabric thread midway in order to hold the bars in place
until after the completion of the stitchery. For this
first or end bar weave on these four threads two and two
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Fig. 27 '
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Fig. 28

Fig. 29
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Fig. 30

T hese details show the method of
doing the different parts of the
stitchery and should not be considered as step-by-step process
unless so explained in the text.
Threads for horizontal woven
bars are taken into the fabric
only at the points which are to
be cut and wrapped as in Fig.
29. Fig. 30 shows the needle
passing through the woven bars
of the second unit in laying the
threads for the wrapped bars.
The little tines in the corners of
Fig . 3 I indicate the position of
roll stitch picots
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Cloth in Gros V enise
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finish ed, bars are thrown across as one top-sews cut edge.
The flat work is laid without underlay and the outline
stitch is taken over the width of two or three threads in
order to give it more body than a mere straight line
would do. Illustrations of these stitches are on page 8.
Figure 32 shows method of working the first row of
open stitchery to the right. Figure 33 shows the return
to the left.
To make a round eyelet run the outline with fine
stitches, punch with stiletto and whip or top-sew the
edge from left to right as in Figure 34. Large round eyelets may need to be clipped from centre toward out-line.
Figure 35 shows the running stitches which outline all
spaces, the couched outline into which the leaf forms are
worked and the Venise stitch in process. Figure 36
shows the leaf forms in a small triangular motif complete
and method of top-sewing edge. A detail of one of the
larger spaces is shown on Figure 37.
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HIS richly embroidered cloth is 54 inches in
diameter. It is made of creamy white linen of
heavy texture. A needle point lace finish es the
edge. The preparation for the work is the same
as that required for other forms of Gros Venise Cut
Work, described on page 8.
There are a number of motifs in this cloth but none of
them are complicated. The triangles filled in with leaf
forms are made to the method of the illustrations. Start
the Venise buttonhole stitch from the centre, work up
solid six rows and then make two open rows. To make
these open rows it is necessary to whip over the sewed
edge one or two stitches, thus making the loop larger
than if the rows had been continued in the regular
Venise buttonhole stitch. When a point is reached
another point can be got at by running down the sides
of the triangle. The larger motifs are made in the same
way and when the Venise buttonhole stitch leaflets are
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Fig. 34
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These details show the several processes of working the lacy leaf-like motifs.
All outlines of spaces which are to be cut are run with fine stitches. Outlines
of leaf motifs are couched, then filled with Venise stitches. Finally, linen is
cut and turned on line of running stitches and whipped, connecting bars
being worked in process
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Two Runners in
Gros Venise
Venise buttonhole one scallop of
the upper row, joining stitches
to those of lower row where
scallops touch. When this is
finish ed throw a thread down to
the top of the dot in the lower
scallop. Sew this thread around
the dot, pick up the left-ha nd side
of this little circl e to the base.
Venise buttonhole three rows,
and throw a thread over to the
left ha nd side of this lower scallop.
Over-sew back, Venise buttonhole across, throw a thread over
t o the right hand side of this
lower scall op as indicated in Figure 39. Whip back a nd complete
the dot with Venise buttonhole.
'Whip back over the Jong bar,
and continue Venise buttonholing the next scallop to its completion .
When this row is finished cut
out within a quarter of an inch
of t he edge, turn back, a nd ma ke
the upper dot and its two bars,
as the upper line of t he band is
wh ipped. Turn back t he lower
edge and the two sides, and whip
also.
The Venise buttonholing on

Fig. 38
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ERE we have a new
proble m in which t he
solid Gros Venise stitch
is used to form scallops.
Unless the side edges of these
runners a re selvages they must be
turned on a run in thread a nd
top-sewed (see page 5).
The
work is done with No. 18 thread.
The upper or insertion band of
No. 4003, except the little round
dots, s hould be ent irely sewed
down (couched) in outli ne before
beginning the work. Dots may
be left and sewed as one works.
When the sewing down is complete, as s hown in Figure38, begin
working at the lower left ha nd
corner, a nd , working t he first
row into the fabric, Venise buttonhole up to the point of t his
half scallop, carry the thread on
the couched line to the top of
scallop (Fig. 38), turn work and
continue down the side of t he
next scallop, joining t he stitc hes
to those of the first scallop in
process, up again, a nd so on
again , completing this row of
scallops. Then start in t he
upper left-hand corn er and
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the lower scallop is worked around
the scallop instead of across, as in
the former case. Sew down the
thread as indica ted in Figure40 and
commence the Venise buttonholing
on the sewed-down thread without
the usual underlay. This brings
one to the corner of the scallop in
such a way that the thread may
now be carried back and Venise
buttonholed over, taking the
stitches under the thread along
outer edge of scallop. Two row.s
of Venise buttonhole complete
this scallop. When the end is
reached, cut the linen on what
would be the diameter of this
scallop, turn back, top-sew to the
side of the small semi-circle, carry
thethread to opposite side (Fig. 41),
Venise buttonhole back taking
the stitches into the edge of fabric.

rn

Both designs are worked with
No. I8 linen thread on I8
inch linen

Complete the circle. Throw a
loop from the centre of its lower
edge to the inner centre of the
scallop. Over-sew back, over-sew
up the side of the circle and continue.
The leaflet in the little border
above the edge is a little complicated, that is in getting around it.
Figure 40 shows the method. Run
up the side of the outline to the
point, carry the thread. across to
the opposite point, back to where
it started, over-sew to the point
between the two lea flets, then sew
down the same thread around the
leaflet to the right, then around
the lea flet to the left. Pick up
these stitches to the point of the
leaflet to the left. Venise buttonhole to the centre. Pick up the
side of
(Continued on page IS)
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No. 4005

24x24

A Square Centrepiece

Li

T

HIS 24 inch centr~piece c~ntains practically all
the methods of this beautiful work . . To know
how to do the stitches, however, is not all,
.
because in each design there is a consecutive
method of getting to one position and getting back
again. This is really the puzzle as well as the interesting part of the work. It is in this light a maze: you have
got to get back and therefore, the process must be
thought out every time.
The pointed motifs on the upper · edge of the border
are done first, as the· edge of the border is buttonholed.
Baste one side of the centrepiece to stiff paper, being
generous with the basting stitches. Baste dose to the
border and also inside the border to some extent, .using
sewing cotton. In the corner. where the bands come
together they form a large square in the linen . . Begin
the work at the upper point of the intersection of the
two bands. Buttonhole across the top bar and down the
side, and across the top of the point over a run ~ in line
(Fig. 43). From the right hand corner of the base of
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the point, couch down the linen thread around the point
with sewing cotton, then from the left hand corner
throw a stitch to the right hand corner and work Venise
buttonhole over this thread and through the purl of the
buttonhole stitches (Fig. 44). At the third row make a
picot on each side (Fig. 45). Continue working to the
apex of the poi'nt. Throw a stitch to the lower line of
the band, catch it into the linen and whip back to the
point. Now pick up the stitches a long the right hand
side of the point until the upper corner is reached, and
continue the buttonholing to the . next point. This
work is done with the base of the points toward one,
although the work has to be turned for the buttonhole
stitch itself. Venise buttonhole stitch -is done away
from one, the actual buttonholing into.the.'linen is done
toward one. Work all the way around the centrepiece
in this way and we are then ready to put •in,.the lower
edge of the band a nd the semi-circular motifs.
Commence again in the corner a nd buttonhole about
eight stitches to make the first little point with a picot
14
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on the end of it. When this is
finished work with run-in stitches
to the line of the quarter-circle on o o'
the buttonhole edge. Sew down
the linen thread over the lower line
of this quarter-circle. Venise buttonhole on this back to t he lower
edge. Make three Venise buttonhole rows with two picots on the
top edge. Run the thread now
around the corner to the inner
edge of the next half-circle, sew
down the thread around the circula r line and Venise buttonhole back
to the centre of this semi-circle.
Carry a thread to the ed ge, whip
back on this bar, ma king two
picots in the middle of it a nd continue to "Venise" a round to complete the half-circle. Throw a
thread back to the other side of the
half-circle a nd "Venise" all the
way around, throw a thread back
to the other side of the circle,
"Venise" to centre, making two
picots at intervals (Fig. 46), a nd
t hen sew a thread around t he little
circle above. Whip t his back to
the centre of t he top edge and
"Venise" down this little circle
(Fig. 47), making t wo little picots,
one on each side. When the base
is reached "Venise" with picots at
intervals, on circula r motif to the
edge. We a re now ready to run
on the lower edge of the ba nd to
the inner edge of t he next semicircle a nd repeat. When the work
is entirely finished, buttonhole the
lower edge over the run-in stitches.
The flat work is done horizonta lly
a nd outlined around the edge
(Fig. 48). The little curved finishing lines a re worked over run-in
stitches by picking up this run-in
line. Figure 49 shows the method
of making t he bullion picots a long
t he outer buttonholed edge. No.
25 linen thread is used.

Fig. 46
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(Continued from page IJ)
the lea flet to the right to its point,
Venise buttonhole back to the
cent re and over-sew the remaining

threads to the opposite point of
the squa re. Run the diagonal
lin e parallel with the first , cut out
within a quarter inc h of these two
bars, and whip. The other bars
a re simple outline a nd the fra me of
this little border is top-sewed to
correspond wit h the upper.
The litt le square in the body of
the border of No. 4004 is done by
running a t hread down one side
to the point of one leaflet. Sew
down this thread around the leaflet
as indicated in Figure 42. "Venise"
to the centre, then sew around the
opposite leaflet, which brings us
again to the cent re a nd makes it
necessary to pick up the thread
a long one side of the"leaflet. Venise
buttonhole back to the centre.
Sew down another leaflet a nd
Venise buttonhole to the centre,
sew down the leaflet opposite to
this a nd Venise buttonhole to the
side. This leaves us in a position
to over-sew the edges of the square,
which should be cut out when the
fourth leaflet is fi nished. The
other lines in t his border a re outlined.
Sew down t he points along the
edge a nd Venise buttonhole across
the width of these points until the
position is reached where a bar
comes down t o the small pendant
dot (Fig. 42). (The dot is not at
present a pendant, as the linen is
not cut away until t his work is
fini shed.) Carry a thread over
this ba r a nd with the same thread
sew around the dot. Pick up the
thread around side of the dot to
the end, and Venise buttonhole
back. At the top of the dot throw
a thread over to the finished edge
of the Venise point. Whip back
to t he dot. Throw a thread over
to t he sewed down point to t he
right, over-sew back to the dot.
We are now ready to over-sew up
the long bar to the corner of the
Venise point a nd continue the
Ven ise work on the second point.
When the pointed edge is finished , cut away t he lines just outside the straight lin e indicating
edge, turn under a nd over-sew.

Fig. 49
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No. 4006.

No. 4006.

An Unusual Cushion Embroidered

in Rose Silk.

Gold on Linen. Description on

1S x 24

No. «>07.

13 x 21 '

No. 4007. For the details of the stitchery on
this linen Cushion Cover turn to pages r8 and
r9. Tassel making is described on page 28

Cushions in Italian Cut Work

page 23

These linen cushion covers are intended to be
used on satin covered cushions. The ends are
not seamed but held together with little frogs
and buttonholed loops of linen thread. To
make these frogs lay the thread back and forth
between laur fingers to form the group of loops.

To the left is an Applique and Cut Work
Cushion, No. 4oo8, which is a rather different
type, showing only a buttonhole stitch worked
over various linens laid together. There are
three types o_f linen in this work: a fine linen,
a heavy tan linen for appliquC and a light tan
linen for background. A cord is carried
around the outline and over-sewed with buttonhole stitch, not very close together. The background is then cut away, leaving the design in
various shades of linen. T he little frogs on
thi s pillow unite it with the I talian Gros
Cut Work inasmuch as they are worked after
the Gros Cut Work methods. A long narrow
cushion of this sort is very useful on a divan

Then with the same thread wrap around the

No. 4008.
16

17
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centre of the group and pick up each wrapping
all the way across one si.de, send the needle
through le the other side and J>ick up the
stitches along this opposite side. Faste.n well.
One may even slip the thread back to the centre
of this finished frog and use it le sew the frog
on to the article. The detail above shows work
in process; the one to the right the appearance
of the finished frog with the loops cut
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Detail of stitchery on Cushion No. 4007, page 17

Linen Cushion in Gros V enise
in process) and whip back to the base of the fourth
leaflet. "Venise" to the point of the last leaflet and run
to the middle of the square which will be the top of the
first point. Cut the linen within one-eighth of an inch
all around, turn back on outline and top-sew the edge
of the square. This completes the design.
The square which has the circle in the centre is worked
by first sewing down the thread around both edges of
the circle. Begin the Venise on one of the straight intersections, as in Figure 52 and work all the way around,
then throw across four threads as in Figure53, and weave
to the centre. Carry one thread to edge of circle, back
to centre, up to the edge of circle, now weave to the
centre. This will give two threads dn one side and one
on the other, which, however, is not important if the
stitches are kept loose on the one thread. From the
centre carry a thread to opposite side of circle, back to
centre, back to edge of circle and weave to centre. Now
continue the weaving on the original diagonals to the
·
edge of the centre.
Slip the thread through to the outer side of the circle,
catch into the edge of the square, back to the circle into
the edge of the square, back to the circle, and weave up
to the edge of the square. (Fig. 54.) Carry run-in
stitches all the way around the square, laying and weav-ing the rema ining side ba rs as they are reached.
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HIS cushion . is very rich, both in stitchery and
design. The centre square involves only the
Venise stitch, and the four woven picots in the
centre, but it has the same problem of consecutive procedure. Trace the pattern with linen thread by
sewing it down with cotton as usual. Start at one
corner of the square and run from left to right to the
middle of the side of the square. Venise buttonhole on
the sewed down point which will finish at the left hand
upper corner of the point, in contact with the leaflet
motif of the corner. Pick up the sewed down linen by
over stitching to the bottom of this leaflet and "Venise"
up to the corner of the square, thus completing the
leaflet. Run a thread to the middle of the next side of
the square and make another Venise point which will
end where the left hand corner of this point comes in
contact with the second leaflet. Proceed in this way to
the bottom of the third leaflet. From this point throw
a thread across to the bottom of the first leaflet, over
sew back on this thread (Fig. 50) to the bottom of this
third leaflet. Venise to its top. point in the corner of
the square. Run to the centre of this last side of the
square. Make the point in Venise and pick up the
stitches of the fourth leaflet to its base. Throw across
the thread to the base of the second leaflet, work back
to the centre, make the four picots (Fig. 51 shows picot
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buttonhole stitch which t ies the
knot like stitch. (Fig. 57.) To be
ready for the next row, it is necessary to put the needle up away
from one into a stitch of the woven
bar to the right. Double buttonhole stitch in this way across to
the left side a nd send the needle up
away from one on the left hand bar.
Continue working back and forth
to fill the square. The corner bars
of this figure a re made while topsewing the edge.
To ma ke t he other small squa re
of the border which has two
openings in the centre of each
leaflet, work the leaflets on couched
outlines as described on page 10,
commencing at the tip of the leaf
at the centre. \Vhen the corner is
reached whip back to the centre to
the point of the next leaflet a nd so
continue. The wrapped bars a re
worked as the edge of the squa re is
finished.

Fig. 50. Types of stitchery used in
working centre square of No. 4007
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The diagonal ornaments a re
thrown across a nd worked as one
proceeds with the top-sewing of
the edges of the squa re. Cut out
a nd turn back the linen as the edges
of the square are top-sewed . When
a corner is reached carry a thread
diagonally to the circle, whip back
to the corner , top-sew the edge to
the point of t he bar which runs
diagon ally across t he corner, carry ·
the thread across through wrapped
ba r to t he opposite side a nd buttonhole bac k, ma kin g picots midway between t he edge a nd wrapped
bar.
The square motif in this c ushion
is worked in a nother one of the
Venise stitc hes, a double buttonhole loop. Weave the four corners of this square as indicated in
Figures 55, 56, 57, and then in the
corner take one buttonhole stitch ,
not drawing it too tight, a nd over
this buttonhole stitch t a ke another
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Fig. 52. This detail shows the
Venise sti tch circle in process. It
will be necessary to crowd the
stitches a little on the i nner curved
line
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Fig. 54. Both the corner motif
and the woven side bars are sh.own
in process in this detail
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Fig. 53. The centre of this figure
is filled with woven bars done on
laid threads
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Fig. 55. Laying the threads for
the woven corner bars of small
square
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Fig. 56

Fig. 57. The double buttonhole
stitch which fills the square is here
shown in process of making
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Another Type of Gros V enise
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Fig. 60

are very cleverly
twisted by working as in Figure
61. All this work
is done with No. 25 linen thread.
The bands of
buttonhole stitchery are worked
with No. 10 as
illustrated on page 24. This
design would be
equally good on a cushion. No.
16 thread is twisted for cords.
The tassels on chair back are very interesting. Cut a
bit of cardboard an inch wide, place this close to edge
of buttonholing and wrap thread around it eight times
(Fig. 62). Slip out cardboard and weave top of tassel
about one-quarter of an inch (Fig. 63), then send needle
up through weaving to edge of material. Use same
thread as for embroidery.

rn
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HESE open work leaves are quite easy to do.
Baste linen to paper as usual, run these leaf
forms all the way around then cut and buttonhole them with the Venise buttonhole stitch
(Fig. 58), thus making the leaf entirely open. When
edge is finished, carry thread from top of leaf to base,
back to top, again to base, then back to top. Weave on
these four threads as two pairs down to first bar, then
carry thread from central vein to side of leaf, whip back
to vein, carry thread to next bar (Fig. 59). Do not
whip these bars tight. About four stitches will carry
thread back to central vein.
The lace bars in the more elaborate upper leaves of
the little rose tree are worked as one
proceeds with the buttonhole edge.
The bars are drawn across and Venise
buttonholed as shown by the two
needles in Figure 60.
The little circles are first buttonholed all the way around and the bars
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No. 4010.

Chair Back

12 x 17
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An Interesting Work Bag
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No. 4011
15 x 17
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A capacious work
bag is most desirable
when one is doing a
large piece of work.
The decoration on
this one is distinctive
and can be executed
quite easily

HIS work bag is a very simple piece of needle
lace. and is easy to do . The open squa res a re,
as usua l in Venetia n cut work, relieved by Aa t
embroid ery. Always the contrast between this
Aat embroidery a nd the open work is interestin g. A
little different stitch is employed in the cross ba rs, a
kind of tambour stitch in the a ir.
In order to make these squares consecutively one
must have a plan of procedure a nd hold to it. F igure 64
shows where the work should be commenced. After
running the squa re a ll t he way around wit h fin e sewi ng
cotton to st ay it, begin with the linen t hread a t A,
carry the t hread with running s t itches to the centre of
the lower side B, then carry a long thread from B to the
same poi nt in the opposite side (C). back to B, across to
C, until t here a re six threads a nd weave on t hese six
threads in groups of two back to C. Then run the
thread to D a nd from this point carry thread back a nd
forth s ix times to the centre of the opposite side (E), and
\\'eave as before on these six threads to E. R un the
thread a long the outline to F, a nd work the tambour
stitch (Fig. 60) page 23, from F to A, catch in g the thread
a t t he cent re of the square back of the woven bars.

B

Fig. 65

Li

Run the thread on the outline from A to G, a nd work
the second t a mbour stitch diagonal to H. From this
point run the thread to C, a nd work the tambour bar to
Das shown in Figure 65 . Continue this t ambour bar on
the diagonals of the four small squa res back to C. This
is a very open medal lion. C ut a way the linen to within
a n eighth of a n inch of the run in outline, turn under the
edge and top-sew as is usual in this work. The lining
of the bag shou ld be a firm ma t eria l of b right color to
contrast nicely with natura l colored linen of which the
bag is made.
The satin stitch motifs in the alternate sq ua res a re
not underlaid a nd t he separating lin es a re outlined.
The top of the bag is finis hed in a n interesting way
with drawing cords. Two parallel lines of I t a lian hemstitching a re worked about a n inch apart and about
three inches fro m the edge of t he linen . T hen t he ed ge
is turn ed and hemmed down to the upper lin e of hemstitching. Th e bars under w hich the cords a re run are
"·oven on four laid t hread s, two a nd two, in the same
manner as in the open squares.
Linen thread ~o. 18 is used fo r weaving a nd cord and
t assels; l\o. 25 for balance of work.
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Venise Lace Stitchery
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No. 4012.

End of Doily with one edge unfinished.
on the thread. This gives a stay for the work. Whip
back about half way on this buttonhole bar and carry a
thread across to the upper hemmed edge one-quarter of
an inch in advance, buttonhole five stitches on this loop.
From this point carry another loop in advance onequarter of an inch (Fig. 55). When this row is finished
make another, catching the loop into the first stitch of
each group of the first row, and taking the first stitch of
the group of five in the second row into the linen (Fig.
56). This is very clever work and therefore very interesting. The loops on the sides of doily No. 4012 are
shorter than those on the end and carry but two stitches
each. No. 25 linen thread is used.
The Van Dyke Points
(Continued on page 23)
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HE Venise Buttonholed Loop is a very delightful
decoration for small linens. This Italian. stitch
is often called Buckingham point as it has been
adapted by English needleworkers for a very
beautiful style of lace, a lace quite rare now even in
England. It is a buttonhole stitch on a .loop. Used
singly it makes a charming edge and used double it is a
very useful entre deux. In the decoration of No. 4012
it is necessary to cut a strip off each end of the doily.
Hem the cut edges with a narrow rolled hem, baste them
securely to heavy paper about one-half inch apart. On
the sides of this space, between the linen bands, the
edge is finished by simple buttonhole stitch. Carry a
thread from one side to the other, then buttonhole back

Fig. 56

Li
Fig. 57

No. 4013.
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Fig. 58
Doily and Runner with Honeycomb points.
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Embroidered Cushion
No. 4006.
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HIS very unusua l cushion· has its bars worked in
the T a mbour stitch, commonly called chain
stitch. This is quite a ra re method a nd is not
seen in the usua l imported pieces of Italian work.
It is found in'.:the a ncient examples of needlework more
often than in anythin g modern. It is not difficult to
do. Figure 60 shows how the stitch is taken. I t differs
only from the regular chain stitch in that it is not taken
t hrough the fabric, but through the stitch alone. T he
method of procedure is to finish the top row, as shown
in Figure 59. Where, however, there are three or four
loops interlaced, it is necessary to interlace the top ones
as one works, t a king the third and fourth on the last or
lower row. Figure 61 shows the method of interlacing
the loops of the upper and lower rows. T he edges a re
run only as one works a nd when the work is finished the
linen is cut away to within one-quarter of a n inch of t he
edge. Turn back this edge against the paper over which
the linen is fastened and closely top-sew, thus making a
complete finish. This part of the stitchery is done with
linen thread No. 25.
The rest of the work is done in rose colored silk a nd
gold. The method is a wide apart buttonhole stitch,
commonly known as "blanket stitch". In the floral
motifs the purl edge is outside which gives the entire
motif a pretty prickly look. Inside of this outlining of
blanket stitch, a gold thread is carried in chain stitch

Fig. 62

rn

(Fig. 62). This figure also shows the method of working
the centres, which looks complicat ed in the gold thread,
but which is in reality very sim ple. In the centre of
each of the sections of the quatrefoil motif a buttonhole
stitch is taken, the thread being carried from one to the
other of these sections, forming a sq uare.
.
Continue buttonholing over this square one stitch in
the side and one in the end, or cross-section. This fills
the square. This gold is metal thread and the entire
combination of silk, gold a nd the linen work makes a
very exquisite example of needlework.

Li

(Continued from Page 5)
two stitches, buttonhole back one stitch. Then overcast from tip of point back to linen, two stitches (Fig.
9). The third stitch should be put under the last buttonholed stitch on the linen . Be sure needle is inserted
under, not over. Thus we a re ready to buttonhole
again on the linen seven stitches as before. Fig. 10
shows completed picot.
PrcoT No. 6 is known as the real Venetian point.
T urn edge of linen on a run in thread from right to left .
B uttonhole away from you (that is, the needle should
be pointed directly away from you at right angles) fourteen stitches (F ig. lla). Carry t hread back to within
four stitches, that is, into the eleventh stitch, a nd buttonhole again away from you on the first buttonholed
row and over the long la id thread, ten stitches (Fig. llb).
Carry thread back t o left and buttonhole back over this
thread a nd t he previous row nine stitches, a nd so on to
one stitch. Top-sew down right ha nd side of point and
buttonhole again fourteen stitches on linen. Continue.
F ig. 12 shows the completed picot.
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( Continued f ram page 2 2 )
of No. 4013 are filled with Venise Honeycomb Stitch
done with No. 18 linen thread. In work of this sort the
points are marked on the linen, which must be firmly
basted to paper before cutting. Cut the points, turn
back the edges and Venise buttonhole a ll the way
around. Loop stitch into the base of the point two
stitches, starting at the left, and top-sew over these two
loops back to the left . Take one stitch into the side
buttonholing and loop back three stitches, top-sew back
to t he left, and so on, increasing to fill the open t riangle
(Fig. 58). When t his space is filled buttonhole across
the top with a picot over each space, a nd finish the edges
in the same way (Fig. 57). As you will see by the illustrations the pattern should be planned so that there is a
ha lf point on each edge so that when the lace stitchery
is complete the doily edges will be straight on all sides.
One end of doily shows points b uttonholed read y for
fillin g stitches.
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No. 4014.

A Tea Cloth of Classic Design measuring about 54 inches.

rn

Simulated Italian .Cut Work

T

HE beautiful symmetry of the tea cloth design is
relieved by the flat work done in coarse linen
thread No. 18. The entire work is very· easy to
do and may be used on curtains and heavy
covers. Like all the coarse Ita lian embroidery, it is
excellent in style because the designs are perfectly pure
and classic. The linens should be firm for this work
because the wide apart buttonhole stitch which forms
the bars is not firm enough to hold a loose ~eave linen
after the squares are cut out. Figure 63 shows how this
wide apart buttonhole or blanket stitch is worked down
one side of the band and up the other alternately, thus
filling in the band quite solid with a decidedly separated
purled edge on each side. This of course simulates the
weaving over the drawn threads in the real cut work.
A little study is necessary to follow the bands consecutively. Always keep the sides of the inner square,
which is to be cut away, toward one as the work proceeds. This is obvious because · the purl must be in
toward the opening or toward that part which will be
open when the cutting is done. Figure 63 also shows
the bars thrown across the squares which are to be cut
out. By thinking as one works the bars can be put in
as the buttonhole work proceeds.
The flat work is done without any underlay , taking

0
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care to keep the shape. Figure 64 shows how
the flat work is run out to a simple running
stitch in the little curled ends. This running stitch is then picked up over a nd over
without going through the ground material
until the flat work itself is reached. The
little toad-stool ornament in the corners is
parted in the middle because the flat stitch
would be too long if it should be carried from
side to side. Large motifs in flat work are
always mosaiced in this way.
The contrast between the open work and
this so-called blind work is always very
pretty. These contrasts in values correspond to tone in color and make white work
interesting. Without a combination of this
sort it is quite likely to become monotonous.
The filet lace which edges this cloth is
mounted on the edge with the Van Dykes
turned in. The straight edge of the lace is
then buttonholed with a picot. The way in
which the points are secured to the linen is
very pretty. The lace, as a lready said,
should be mounted, that is la id up on the
linen something more than the depth of the

tte
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No. 4015.

RUNNER

method is shown plainly in Figure 63. The flat work has
no underlay. When the work is fini shed the linen is cut
away, not too close to the design. Since this leaves a
raw edge, the linen must be of a firm quality.
Doilies may be made for this runner of the complete
corner motif. The illustration shows very clearly how
exceedingly simple this type of work is. It is so easil y
done, in fact, that one need not hesita t e to use it on a bedspread since it goes very quickl y, and is sufficiently
heavy for such a fabric. It works out well for curtains
also. If one is willing to do more work it is a very good
idea to cut the linen within one-quarter of an inch of the
purl, turn it back and hem it down around the larger
motifs. This makes the fabric more washable. There
are, however, some types of linen which a re safe to cut
up close to the buttonhole ed ge, a nd one must be guided
in this by the firmness and closeness of the linen . An
open weave linen would not hold such a method of
embroidery.

rn

The points of the lace a re then buttonholed
with a little saw-tooth edge, that is, a little
pointed scallop, composed of one long stitch in the
centre a nd two or three decreasing short stitches on each
side. Five or seven stitches form these li ttle points.
Monograms may be inserted in this way. It strengthens
a nd ornaments the edge at the same time. The breadths
of linen in this cloth are put together with a narrow
filet, or we may use one of the Venise entre deux for such
joining.

The End of a IS-inch Table Runner.

Li

The design of the runner is of the same type as the tea
cloth. It is a very clever suggestion of Venetian cut
work. The design in the centre of the sq ua re should be
done first in order to keep the separating bars a nd bands
perfectly true a round the edge. One can do this piece
of work in the hand without fastening on paper.
Much of the beauty consists in the materials, as they
are quite as suggestive of the Gros Venise as the work
itself. This is a ll done in wide apart buttonhole stitch
with a heavy perle cotton (No. 3). This cotton is glace
in finis h while the lin en is a dull opaque cream. The
combination is most bea utiful. The work on the coarse
linen with the coa rse thread goes very rapidly a nd is a
great pleasure to do. There is no question of consecutive work in this since one part is not dependent upon
another.
The three pointed motif in the corners of the squares
should be don e after the edges of the lin en motifs a re
finished, in order that they may seem to lie over the
lin en motifs. · This motif, as well as the square fra me
work a nd the outer edge is buttonholed a lternately on
bot h sides, as it is necessary to have th e purl within the
squa res as a finish to the outer edge of the runner. This
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(Continued from page 8)
The outline is then done in t he same way as the other
square, ma king the small tria ngles as the work proceeds.
The embroidery framin g the cut work is done in three
well known stitches - outline (Fig. 25), flat satin (Fig.
24), a nd sq ua re eyelet (Fig. 16). All satin stitch sections a re edged with outline. Notice that in doing this
stitch the thread is kept to left of needl e.
In t he design illustrated the la rge squares measure
2 ;li in ches a nd the small ones 1 ;li inches. With these
measure ments a nd the deta ils on page 7 it is a simple
matter to adapt this design to various linens.
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No. 4016.

Pillow Cover measuring about 18 x 25 inches inside fringes.

Cut Work Pillow

T
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HIS pillow is on very coarse
material and the open work part
of it is spaced by counting the
threads. This square mesh
reseau or background is characteristic
of a certain type of old Ven ise lace.
The cutwork itself is a little farther
from the style of the lace than are other
examples of simulated lace work, but
the piece is interesting, showing the
transition between lace and embroidery.
The heavy embroidery cotton used is
not very tightly twisted because since
the weave of the material is loose, it
should not be made to carry a very firm
thread. It is well always to keep the
thread consistent with the material in
all embroideries and in this case such a
combination gives a general softness to
the fabric, which is like old peasant
work. Contrasting shades of brown
and tan are combined in developing the
embroidery design, the darker being
used for the edges of the motifs a nd the
woven meshes.
The plain top and bottom edges of
the mesh background are worked over
in a flat stitch and the sides are held by
the buttonholed scroll pattern. When
the motifs are complete the background
threads are drawn out by counting
them in series of twelve to the square,
leaving eight between, over which the
weaving is done. One must count
these threads very carefully, but since
the material is coarse this is quite easy
to do. After the spacing has been
carefully calculated, cut close to the
sewed edges and weave over the threads
in pairs of four and four (Fig. 65).
The fringe which finishes the ends is
done in the simple macra me knot
known as Flat Stitch. First the
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A close-up of No. 4016
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This detail shows
each step in the
making of the
macrame fringe
w.hic h finis hes the
ends of the pillow. Front and
back are joined
in the fir st row of
knotting
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material is ravelled to within about an inch of the
embroidery, next doubled lengths of the linen thread
a little longer than the fringe are drawn into the
material just above it (spaced about three-fourths
of an inch apart). Draw the looped end through with
a crochet hook and then bring the ends through the
loop, forming a little knot over the edge of the fabric
(Fig. 66). Take the right thread from one pair of
threads, the left from the next, and, using the ravelled
thread between for a third thread, make a macrame .
flat stitch. Figure 67 shows the first movement of
this stitch, Figure 68 the second. . ·
Separate each group of ravelled threads into four
strands, and work a second row of knots alternating
with those of the first row, using the two middle
strands for the outer or knotting tqreads of these
knots, the two remaining strands and the pairs of
linen threads for the centres. In the next row .of
knots the groups are again separated, the strands
with the linen threads being used for the knotting.
Next comes the wrapping of the groups to form
tassels. Starting close to the last knot buttonhole
over each group for about an inch (Fig. 69) and then
twist it so that the purl edge runs spirally round and
round. Next follow two rows of knots as before,
and finally a wrapping of the threads of each group.

Fig: 67

rn
Fig. 66

Li
The fringe which finishes
the runner on page 6 is
made as shown by Fig. 69
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Fig. 68
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Fig. 65
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To Make Italian Tassels
Knotted-Twisted Knot-Ball-Looped-Motif
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HE tassel we most often see on beautiful Ita lian
embroidered linens is made of clusters of simple
knots, all turned one way and pushed close
together, the whole being finished with a needlepoint heading. The knots are tied with three strands of
a coarse linen thread , each strand measuring 12 Yz inches.
This allows the worker plenty of "finger-room" and a
consequently greater degree of comfort in tyin g the knots
than would the use of a shorter thread. However, if a
finer linen thread is used , as is sometimes done, the
lengths may conveniently be shortened an inch, since
the knots will be tighter and will not "take up" so much
as the coarser thread.
The knot is tied by holding the threads at one end
between the thumb and index finger of the left hand.
Turn the threads over the finger, and work the knot
down to the extreme end with the thumb and middle
finger of the right ha nd (Ia). Again turn the thread
round the finger and tie another knot , working it down
close to the first one. Continue tying knots in this
ma nn er until four have been tied (Ila). Turn the
thread round the fin ger as for another knot, but tie it
over the four knots already made; draw through, bringing the first knot through the other three (Illa). This
will make the three knots surround the first one. Now
tie four more knots close to the group first tied (IVa),
a nd again tie this group of knots over, bringing the
fourth or last knot out so that the other three will surround it as in the first group (Va). This completes the
first end of the motif.
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Now begin tying again with the unknotted end of the
thread. Tie a group of four knots, placing the first one
half an inch from the last group finished (Via). Tie
this group over, letting the first knot come through and
the three surround it (VIia). Now tie a nother group of
four knots (Vllla), and tie over this group again, letting
the last knot come through, thus finishing a little circle
of three knots which should surround this last group,
close up to the previous groups (IXa). This completes
a motif. Clip the thread close on both ends. When
the worker has lea rned to tie these knots with ease, and
to ha ndle long threads, she may find it a saving of time
and material to tie motif after motif with a long thread,
clipping them off as finished. However, this is a somewhat awkward method for the beginner.
Make another motif in the same ma nner as the first.
Then, using a new thread about 16 inches lon g, make a
half motif (four knots, tied over and the first knot
brought through) . One-half inch above the half motif
tie one knot. Insert the two finished motifs close to
this knot, one between each two of the three strands.
Hold a ll togeth er and tie one knot, pushing it close down
against the two motifs and the previous knot , so that
the motifs will be held sec urely in place. This forms
the first cluster (Xa).
Make two more motifs, tie another knot 174 inch es
above t he last one (Xa), and in sert these two motifs as
before. Tie a noth er knot which wi ll confine them closely agai nst the previous knot. Half an inch below tie a
group of four knots. Tic these over, letting the first
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Knotted Tassel
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Fig. 7I (left) shows the knotted tassel
recidy to be doubled between the two
sets of clusters and finished with a
needle made heading such as shown in
process below
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Fig. 73 (above). A variation
of the knotted tassel made
by knotting clusters in pairs
as in X a, one above the
other. Tassels of this sort
are a pretty finish to
runners

Fig. 72 (right). Making a
"head" for knotted tassel.
The long knotted loop at the
top is merely a temporary
aid in maki ng the head, and
will be removed later

hole into these two threads a ll the way a round the fillin g
a nd continue buttonholing round and round, row after
row, working each successive row of stitches into t he
purl of the row of stitches above. This ma kes the
needlepoint heading previously mentioned. It will be
necessary to widen as you reach the centre, and this is
easil y done by putting two stitches into the purl of the
buttonhole stitch just above: It will not be necessa ry
to do this in every stitch, but in a s ufficient number to
ma ke the surface of the ball smooth and rounding.
Toward the top stitches will have to be dropped carefull y in order to na rrow. This simply means skipping
a purl as required to shape the ball. When t he top is
reached a little buttonhole loop may be made with the
end of the thread, or a threa d may be left which is long
enough for sewing on the tassel.
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knot come through. Tie a noth er group of knots, a nd
tie t hese over a lso, letting the last knot come t hrough.
This forms the half motif on the end , and the whole
gives us the second cluster as well as the first, forming
a double cluster (Xla).
Following these instructions make s uch another
double cluster in the same ma nner. Then, with a long
th read, make a half motif, with two whole motifs tied
in as before. Now tie a knot % in ch above a nd insert
the t wo double clust ers a nd tie them close with a k not
coming down against the previous knot. An in ch a bove
this tie a knot. Ma ke two more double clusters and
insert , and tie a knot to hold them closely a nd securely
in place as before. Half an inch from this knot, tie
a nother cluster. This completes the knotting of the
tassel (Fig. 70).
Double this tassel over in the middle between the two
sets of clusters. Thread sin gly a long strand of linen
t hread. Loop this once through the doubl e t assel, tie
a knot some distance from the top and clip the thread
a bove it. This loop gives something by which to hold
whil e making the headin g of the t assel. Hold the end
of a lon g separa te t hread against the strands of the
tassel on one side, a nd with the needle carry the thread
through the finger-hold loop and the doubled over tassel,
over a nd over again, to make a fillin g for the tassel head.
It will take a considerable number of loops to make this
little ba ll. vVhen you th ink you have enough loops,
turn t he t hread twice around the base of the litt le ball
of loops a nd catch with a buttonhole st itch. Button-

TWISTED KNOT TASSEL

This tassel is a little more difficult tha n the first. We
may call it the Perugia n tassel because it is usually
found on the beautiful heavy embroideries of Perugia.
Sometimes it is just a clust er of the knots, but more
often it is combined with a four-petaled flower form, or
with big needlepoint tops or richly worked heads.
To tie the knots, two of which compose each motif,
thread a blunt coarse needle with No. 16 linen thread,
using a generous length. Double it a nd turn the ends
which have been brought together round the first finger
of the left ha nd. Hold tightly under the thumb and
tie into the loop by passing the needle through seven
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Knot
Tassel
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mot if. M a ke a noth er exactl y like it a nd lay both aside
until needed .
In a not her generous lengt h of thread , doubled , ma ke
one kn ot a t th e end , a nd aga inst it thread two s ma ll
mot ifs. Make a not her kn ot c lose t o t he m to hold them
in p lace, th read in two more sm a ll moti fs, ma ke a noth er
knot, thread in two more sma ll motifs a nd tie still
another kn ot to hold the m (V lb). Now thread in t he
two la rge clusters you had previously la id aside, hold
th em with a knot , a nd tie one more knot one-qua rter
in ch a bov e, as s hown in V!Ib. This completes a grou p
whi ch can b e used in m a ny ways wit h n eedlepoint or
oth er decora tive tops. Th e illustrat ed tassel has a
need lepoint top, ma de o ver a firm ova l packin g of cotton
ba ttin g. T he loops a t top a nd sid es a re loo p stitches
t a ken into th e needl epoint hea din g a nd wra pped closel y
with t he thread over this stitch found ation . Two wh ole
clusters of twi sted kn ot s made like V!I b, a n<l three clu st ers like V lb a re attached to th e sides a nd bottom of the
stuffed head, makin g a ver y ha nd some t a ssel.

Li

tim es (lb). Slip out the fin ger. Allow the twists, or
turn s, to roll over t he loop (Il b) , a nd work them b ack
toward th e thumb a nd forefin ger of th e left ha nd with
th e thumb a nd for efin ger of the ri ght. Turn a nd work
down gradua lly until the roll, or seven-times knot, is
quite firm. Aga in t urn the t hread round th e first fin ger
a nd oversew into it seven tim es as before. R elease a nd
work the turn s down to within one-qua rter in c h of the
oth er knot or twi st . Gett in g th e seco nd kn ot to li e
close t o th e first in thi s way is a lways th e point of
difficulty . R epeat th e kn ot -t y in g process down th e
long strin g, t a kin g ca re to have the knots com e close
togeth er wh en th e strin g of bead-like knots is fini s hed.
Wh en th e strin g is compl et e, cut th e knots a pa rt in pa irs
to ma ke th e little motifs (I!Ib).
Cut a new thread , double as before a nd ma ke on e roll,
or kn ot. Thread through th e need le two of the motifs,
carry ing th em down to th e knot just m ad e in th e end of
the thread (!Vb). Th e threadin g is don e by passin g
th e needle throu gh th e doubl e thread b etween the two
knots of th e motifs. Now ma ke a nother knot as close
t o the two motifs a s possibl e to hold th em against the
first knot. Three-qua rters of an. inch higher up on the
strin g ma ke a noth er knot, a nd agai nst this threa d two
more motifs, follow ed by a nother knot to hold th em
firml y a nd to fini sh th e clust er (Vb). C lip th e thread
close a t each end of th e clust er - th a t is, at th e first
knot a nd th e last. This cluster now becom es a second
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BALL T ASSE L

An entirely different t assel is ma de of little balls of
lin en, gradua t ed in size, stuffed a nd embroidered with
wee spines, and joined by lon g cords covered with butt onh olin g which is a llowed to twist in th e ma kin g l o
give a spiral effect.
Th ese sma ll b a ll s wi t h t heir stiff spin es look for a ll th e
30
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world like li ttlr. sea creatures. They must be made
wiLh a rather light -weighL linen or else it will not be
po1:>1:> ible Lo d raw up the sma ll ca ps. Three sizes of the
l>all1:> a rP. combined in t he illu1:>trated tassel. Other
groups can be planned. 0 11 doilies or other small linens,
tassels should not be too la rge.
To cut th e large1:>t ba ll, draw a circle on the linen 1 %'.
inc.hes in diamet er a nd cut outside of the outline (J c) .
Turn t he edge over ver y slig ht ly as you whip the edge,
l.Jringing the needle over from the back t o the front ,
since this lit t le tu rned edge must come inside th e ball
(Ile). Use very strong cotton ; t he wiry milliner's cotton is the best, as t he linen thread wit h which th e decoration is t o be done is t oo coarse. Draw up little cap
(II l e), fill tight with cotton batting o r la mb 's wool, sew
firmly with the same t hread, lift ing the little gathers
a nd dra wing them close toget her at t he top, a nd mold
the ball with the fin gers un ti l it is q uite round (! Ve).
Now thread the needle with No. 30 linen thread and
bring the needle through a lit tle way from t he gathered
top. The spines are put a round the ba ll from the top
in alternate rows until the ball is co vered.
To make a spine, take up a sma ll stitch, catching
through a few threads of the linen only, a nd d raw
through a lmost a ll the way, leavin g a little loop (Ve).
Now, holding t he ba ll between the forefin ger a nd thumb
of t he left hand, insert the needle in t he loop wit h point
away from you, a nd turn the needle around the loop
fi ve times (Vic). This slightly untwists the thread.
Bring the needle through these twists, d rawing it
through with point up, a nd let the twists run down the
thread . They must be worked a long in very much t he
same fashion as the knot is wor ked in to place in making
the t wisted knot t assels. The spine sits close against
the ba ll, wide at the base a nd poi nted at t he t op, t he
t hread coming out at t he top of the point (V J Jc) . In-

An

sert the needle at the base of the spine a nd carry it a long
to t he left in position for the next spine. Bring t he
needle out on t he ball, t a ke up a tin y stitch a nd draw
through as in Ve. The fini shed ba ll, covered with
a lternate rows of spines, is shown in !Xe. Gradua te
t he rema ining ba lls and cover in t he same way.
T he string w hich holds t he balls is one thread , over
which buttonhole stitches are worked. Brin g the thread
up st raig ht a n inch or a ri inch a nd a ha lf, a nd t urn.
Hold by t he folded end a nd buttonhole back to the ball
(X e), Jetting these stitches t wist a round th is middle
t hread . Th is ma kes a pretty twisted cord. Attach
one ba ll to a nother, ma king a penda nt of t hree.
L OO PE D-MOTIF T ASSE L.
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The pret ty little twist ed motif of t hese t assels is made
with a needle threaded singly with No. 16 linen thread.
Wrap the end of the thread three times round the point
of a sharpened pencil or stiletto to make a tiny rin g
(Id). Now whip throug h this until it is covered . T a ke
three loops over the fin ished ring and draw them evenly
a ll together over t he needle (lid). These should be
little loops, of course, but not quite so sma ll as the fi rst
one was. Whip over th ese three loops, treating them
as one. (If you have difficulty in keeping these three
loops in place while working, a short thread can be
slipped through by which to hold them, and slipped out
again when the loop is whipped .) When complete,
ma ke another, and another, until four rin gs have been
finished over the one first made. M old these rin gs
a round t he centre one, a nd on the motifs w hich are t o
t ip the ends of t he t assel ma ke a fifth loop. Then pass
t he needle t hrough first loop a nd out (Vd) . When
thread gives o ut, st art a nother b y working t he end into
a three-ply loop.
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Fig. 75 . T hese small stuffed balls with their
tiny spines look quite like small sea creatures and
are very decorative for corners of square covers
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The second little motif s hould be
made 01 inches above the first on the
single t hread. This is clone by turning
the same working th read a round the
pencil at its poin t 1}2 inches above to
form the foundation as it was formed
before (VId). Make a number of
these double motifs (Vlld) . Then
make one with fi ve volutes (whipped
loops), a nd half a n inch a bove it make
one with four. Into the foundat ion
loop of this motif the double mot ifs
should be caught just as you begin to
wh ip over (VII Id) . This forms a
pretty group of four. One more motif,
made a bove it, complet es one of the
strings of drops that form the tassel
(IXd) . Carry thread a n inch or more
a bove last group, fold a nd pass back
throu·gh centre ring of last group a nd
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fasten in centre of group below ( IXd) .
The number of drops t o be 1rn1de
will be determin ed b y the worker's
preference and the type of heading to
be used. In t he illustra tion you will
note that one of the tassels combin es
the looped motifs with two fat little
knotted tassels.
The headings for these t assels are
all buttonholing or, rather , Venetian
point ,' over the filling of threads, or,
as in the case of the sq uare heading,
Venet ian poin t over cardboard, with
the additional decoration of needlepoint loops.
The heading of tassel at left (F ig.
76) is fl at; t he one a t right (Fig. 77)
is cotton fill ed. Both a rc clone in
Venetia n Buttonhole as <lescribe<l on
page 29.
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Fig. 76. L ooped Motif Tassels attached
to a square cardboard heading covered
with Venetian Poi nt

Fig. 77. In this case L ooper! Motif
Tassels are combined with two sho-rt
K nolted Tassels
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Priscilla. Fllet Crochet Book No. 2 - The illustrations are from the real work and show just
h ow the finished pieces should l ook. Many of the
pieces can be adapted for a va riety of uses. The
new Priscilla Cameo Crochet - a most beautiful
form of work-isillustrated and described.
Priscilla. Ba.ttenberg and Point La.ce BookHere are practical , illustrated directions for making
lace. Each step is taken up. Over one hundred
stitches are shown.
Priscilla. Crocheted Centrepieces a.nd Dollies
-Contains nearly 100 beautiful designs for centrepieces and d oilies, with full directions for working.
M a ny beautiful imported designs in this collection.
Priscilla Tatting Book No. 2 -Contains nearly
100 new d esigns, a ll beautifully illustrated, with
full directions for working. The ne wer ideas in
t a tting a re given special attention and many charming designs are carried out by unusual methods.
Priscilla. Ta.tting Book No. 3 - Contains dir ections for tatting stitches, simple edges in single
and double threod t atting, beadings and medallions,
as well as articles in many unusua l varieties of
t atting - Knot-stitch,
Cluny,
Lattice-stitch,
Twisted, Roll, etc.
Priscilla. Colored Cross Stitch Book No. 1 A book in which all illustrations are produced in the
actual colors of the work. Thirty-five different designs are shown.
Priscilla. Colored Cross Stitch Book No. 2 This bcok contains forty designs in cr oss stitch reproduced in the actual colors of the flosses.
Priscilla. Cluny Crochet Book - Full directions for edgings and insertions, for h ousehold and
personal use. Profusely illustrated. Luncheon
Sets, Dresser Sets, Doilies, Centrepieces, Pillows,
Boudoir Caps, Camisoles, Candle Shade, Baby
Caps, T owels, Library Set, etc.
.
Priscilla. Hedebo and Cutwork Book - D esigns are given for centrepieces and doilies, scarfs,
pillows, bags, pin-cushions, sachets, etc. The Hedebo designs are extremely beautiful and artistic,
and the section devoted to cutwork describes all the
various forms of this charm ing and popular work.
Priscilla. Cotton Knitting Book -Thirty-two
pages of illustrated directions for everything
knitted. Nearly eighty patterns for household and
personal use. Interesting novelties in cameo and
filet knitting.
Priscilla. Armenia.n Needlepoint La.ce Book Carryi ng out the Priscilla policy of providing the
new and unusual in needlework. This new book
gives simple , clear instructions for mastering every
step of this fascinating lacework. It teaches every
single detail a nd then provides many choice designs.
Priscilla China. Painting Book - Flat painting, working in enamels, lustre, and gold a re all
carefully explained in s uch a way that one wholly
unfamiliar with china painting in any form can take
up the art without need of persona l instruction. All
the designs are shown actual size ready for tracing
on the china.
Priscilla. Spot Book - T ells how to remove every kind of a spot or stain.
Modern P•iscilla. Cook Book - 1000 carefully
selected r ecipes. Each tested in the Priscilla
Proving Pla nt. 407 pages, bound in glossy white
oilcloth. Price $2.00.
Modern Priscilla. Home Furnishing Book A big 340 page book that is a complete encyclopedia of h ow to furnish and decorate the home.
Contains the work of 30 expert Interior Decorators.
Profusely illustrated. Price $2.00.
How to Enterta.in a.t Home - When it is your
turn to give a party, turn to the newest book in the
Priscilla Library, How to Entertain at Home, and
you will find just the ideas that will make your
affair a success. 416 pages profusely illustrated.
Price $2.00.

each
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35c

3 for $1.00
Priscilla. Smocking Book - A method of preparing material for smocking stitches by means of a
sewing machine is a feature, All the different
stitches are described and illustrated by worked examples and there are numerous a pplications to
blouses, smocks, children's dresses, etc.
Priscilla. Filet Crochet Book No. 1 - Gives a
wide variety of patterns in floral, conventional and
the quaint h eraldic and mythological figures so
ch aracteristic of Fi let lace. Many i llustra tions of
finished work showing the beautiful effects possible.
A multitude of designs cur ried out in block effect so
they can be e:isily copied.
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Pri•cilla Italian Embroidery Book - It is the
newest and most authoritative book on this fashionable form of needlecraft. Full instructions for
Italian Hemstitching; picots and edge finishes, Gros
Venice Stitchery, Cutwork and simulated Cutwork
and varieties of Italian TaEsels. Provides dozens of
attractive designs.
PriBcllla. Pa.tchwork Book - Contains full instructions fur making n10Ueru patchwork. Twelve
beautiful quilts in upplique patchwork are illustrated and outline patterns provided for each.
Thirty-five patterns for pieced quilts and a number
of artistic quilting p att erns.
Priscilla Crochet Bedspread Book - Gives
over thirty handsome patterns for the popular Crochet Bedspreads. Many illustrati ons s how the
completed spreads, a lso squares, hexagons, insertions, and borders which can be adapted in various
ways. All the stitches used are very simple.
Priscilla. Bea.d Work Book - Gives directions
for making all kinds of bead work and contains a
large and attractive assortment of illustrated deeigns for bngs, purses, ca.rd-cases, necklaces, chains,
girdles , etc.
Priscilla. Irish Crochet Book No. 2 - Supplement to first book. Gives a large assortment of
motifs and finished articles.
Priscilla. N etting Book - Gi ves full directions
for square and circular netting, and details of the
weaving, darning and embroidery stitches used in
thia wurk. Beautiful illustrations of finished work
are given, and the p atterns can also be used for
Vil et Crochet, Cross Stitch, and Be:id Work.
Priscilla. Ba.sketry Book No. 1 - Includes descriptions of weuves. bnscs and borders used in reed
work, a.a well ns directions for r eed and raffia, splint
bu1:1ket.1:1 au<l duiir i.:nuiug.
Pri•cllla Bobbin La.ce Book - The designs in
this book take up the work from the beginnin11;, all
the too1s n11d mntcrinls being fully described. Beaut ifu l dc~iK111:t ure given for Torchon, C luny, Russian
and Bruges laces.
Pri•cilla Harda.nger Book No. 1 - In the opening chapters will be found the various fundamenta l stitches and their m uny combinations. Following these ure mu.uy attractive designs with details and copious descriptive t ext.
Priscilla. Harda.nger Book No. 2 - This book
contains a. variety of Borders for table runners,
rhai r barks, curtai ns and tea cloths, all-over effects
for cushions and bugs nud d esig ns for centrepieces.
Prtacill& Baby Book - Gives directions for "
-.'ide "·ariety uf Ueautiful gannentsin silk and wool.
One of the features of this book is a special Layette,
knitted in white and a dainty shade of pink a nd embroidered with Rambler Roses.
Priacilla Monogram and Initia.l Book - IllusnaU!s and explains in detail between seventy and
eia;hty differeut styles of initials and monograms.
One section gh-es croch eted initia ls with a block
patteru of an alphabet and directions for crocheting.
Al.Ao a four-page insert by which you can m a ke any
monogram or monograms you desire.
Priacilla Crochet Edgings a.nd Insertions
Book Ho. 1 - Is 011e of the most popu lar we have
e..-er brought out. X early 43,000 sold in six months!
It rontains over one hundred h a ndsome, new crod~t designa for edgings and insertions, s uitable for
Wldenr.-esr, dr~s . a nd a multitude of other uses.
Priacilla .Cdgings and Insertions No. 2 Contains :iesrly one hundred illustrations of desicns wbi<-h include almost every variety of crocht1.. Among them are some wonderfully beautiful designs in Filet Crochet, and many unus ual
English and French p atte rns.
Priac:lll& Yoke Book - Contains nearly forty
peU.ttns of yokes in crochet and tatting. Some especially besutiful yokes in Filet Crochet are inrluded
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"JTember
has seemed as if the September, October and Novissues of Modern Priscilla have been illustrated
and written as fascinatingly as any short story."
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Women everywhere are being attracted to the improved Modern Priscilla.
It teaches how to make all sorts of beautiful things for yourself, your
friends and your home; provides newest ideas for frocks, hats and children's wear, with the most up-to-the-minute and practical housekeeping
section to be found in any magazine. Now we are making this good
magazine even better. Each issue provides several pages of interesting
fiction - at leas~ one story you will love to read.
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Buy Modern Priscilla on the newsstands or send $2.00 for a full year's
subscription. (Two years- $3.00.)
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